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PUBLIC PLACES/introduction
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Le Corbusier. Mortalite Graphique.

“Statistics show us the past and foreshadow the future...
Statistics help to formulate the problem.”
- Le Corbusier
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Architects have an insatiable appetite for numbers. Facts and figures display behaviors we can’t
see from within the crowd. Colorful graphs reveal patterns of expansion and contraction in the city
illegible from any one vantage point. Sets of data charm clients, friends, colleagues and publishers
with their prophecies of the future, in part to allow architects to provide for the public and in part
to give credibility to the design practice. And then, as quickly as possible, architects push away
these numbers as though to deny that we are slave to a discipline that Le Corbusier called “a spirit
of analysis and not invention.” Statistics may save us from sinking into Corbusier’s ‘stormy’ sea of
town planning, but these same numbers threaten to drown us in their ‘meticulous toil.’
Do we sink or swim?
Statistics construct the ground upon which we design, talk, and build. These numbers identify what
it is to design somewhere -- within sites of communication, ecology, exchange, navigation, legislation,
and infrastructure. And they identify what it is to design for someone – consumers, beneficiaries,
accidental passersby, and even the victims of architecture. That these simple numbers have such
a great influence on the way we see the world makes them an indispensable tool for architects but

“I mean to keep myself outside all these petty established facts.”
- Le Corbusier1

also threatens to make tools of us all. Statistics invent, color, and create; they are just
one part of the process of fabricating architecture. So although Le Corbusier distrusts statistics
because they are too methodical, perhaps his distaste for numbers is that they are too imaginative.
This does not mean that the only choice for architects is to sink, but that there simply can be no
distinction between sinking and swimming. The process of creating information is more inventive
than we give it credit for -- information is both fact and fiction. Architects have an opportunity to
adopt, create, and affect the production of information, and in the process take an active role in
identifying the context and audience in which we work.
For an architect to operate in a manner that is responsive to its site can mean any number of things,
but even if it is desirable and possible to do so we are still faced with the question, how do we know
what the site is?
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Natalie Jeremijenko. left, The Category Beautiful. a composite of
models from the Ford Modellling Agency. right, Your Average
Criminal. a composite of criminals incarcerated in the Floridian
and Texan Departments of correctional services.

fabricating the public
Statistics are “a demographic machine… that delivers presidents and elections as fluently as it
delivers customers for Honey Nut Cheerios.”2 The fact factory of statistics counts, measures,
polls, sorts and re-sorts, cross-references, adds up, and averages any collection of elements into
a quantitative result, yielding the President’s popularity rating, standards for building codes, and
the average color of the universe3 (not teal, as first calculated, but a dull and disappointing brown
called “cosmic latte”). Numbers have shown support for the Gulf War, maintained power over
British Colonies, established the line between health and illness4, and proved the power of god5.
They establish observational techniques, measure success against failure, and above all create a
standard of perfection.
In one of the earliest examples of statistical analysis, the 19th-Century Belgian mathematician
Adolphe Quetelet calculated
BY COUNTING THE PUBLIC WE DETERMINE WHAT IS NORMAL AND DEVIANT
the average male body as the
standard for the ideal human being. Quetelet is commonly referred to as the father of statistics
and got his start by measuring the chests of Scottish soldiers to derive a model figure “free from
excess and defect.”6 Quetelet’s work sets the standard for what statistical research would do for
decades: it applies a common measure to a diverse public; defining the normal at the same time
that it defines what is deviant. The poor men who don’t measure up to the Average Man are called
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STATISTICS ARE THE VOICE OF THE PEOPLE
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Mike Fisher, candidate for governor of Pennsylvania in the voting booth, November 2002.

“accidental deviations,” while variations among their bodies are like biological errors in accuracy.
Statistics are also responsible for laying the foundations of the nation and national identity. The
Roman Empire, British governors in India7, and the contemporary United States government all
employed some form of a census to count the people in their rule. Without the census, there would
be no population and no national identity -- just an unclassified, uncounted collection of people.
The census asserts a sense of national unity
and authority of the counting body over the
bodies of the counted. But the census is
also the most basic instrument of democracy,
and was written into
the United States Constitution as a way of
establishing the voting public.
That statistics represents is the very reason that these
numbers deliver presidential elections and Honey
Nut Cheerios.
True, Americans make their
opinions known through elections, political
involvement, protests, petitions, unions, and the
occasional letter to ones congressperson. But
the expression of opinion has
no force or authority without
public opinion polls, surveys
and focus groups. Without
them, public opinion would
not
even
exist.

Flooring Preferences for Living Room
Vinyl flooring 1%
Ceramic tile 2%

Area Rug 2%

Finished
hardwood
27%

Flooring Preferences for Dining Room
Marble 1% Area Rug 3%
Slate 1%

Flooring Preferences for Powder Room
Area Rug 3%
Marble 2%
Finished hardwood 7%
Slate 1%

Other 1% Area Rug 1%
Finished hardwood 3%
Marble 3%
Slate 1%
Wall to wall carpet
7%

Vinyl
flooring
8%

Ceramic
tile
7%

Vinyl
flooring
23%

Wall to wall
carpet
27%

Finished
hardwood
51%
Wall to wall
carpet
68%

Flooring Preferences for Bathrooms

Wall to wall
carpet
29%

National Association of Home Builders Survey, What 21st Century Home Buyers Want

Ceramic
tile
37%

Vinyl
flooring
31%
Ceramic
tile
53%

If we can ideally define the political public as a group of individuals who each hold one vote, then
perhaps the consumer public is a group of people with what marketing professionals call “purchase
power.” Marketing researcher William Neal writes, “Of all the business professions, marketing
research is probably the most noble because it makes constituents out of consumers – empowering
[them] with information that gives them the power to choose what they want and redirect resources
towards the invention of better products and services.”8 Marketing researchers use statistical
research in order to understand how the consumer lives, makes decisions, and forms desires. They
construct a commercial public in which ‘constituents’ use dollar votes to influence the design,
production and advertisement of products ranging
from Coca-Cola to a three-bedroom house.
Real Estate marketing researchers and the
National Association of Home Builders (NAHB)9
conduct surveys and focus groups with potential
home buyers to find out what the people want in
architecture. These surveys tell us in minute
Kolpron, Inc. housing survey handbook, sent to potential homebuyers
detail whether Americans prefer
concrete to wood, pink to green, two stories to one, and formal dining rooms to
‘great rooms.’ Developers then translate popular opinion into the production
of millions of new homes every year. The Dutch marketing firm Kolpron sends
glossy pamphlets to over 3000 home buyers. Participants flip through page after
page of every imaginable environment, building, and interior style: would they
like to live in a Wiel Arets condominium? the inventive WoZoCo housing project
by MVRDV? along the sea? a thriving downtown plaza? Despite the range of
options, the results are
remarkably consistent. As one
Kolpron representative admitted
with apparent disappointment,
the Dutch want to live in a
single family house with
a traditional pitched
roof.

Flooring Preferences for Foyer

Flooring Preferences for Kitchen
Marble 2%
Slate 2%

Wall to wall carpet
3%
Other
3%

Vinyl flooring 1% Area Rug 2%
Ceramic tile 1%

Other 2%

Finished
hardwood
16%

Finished
hardwood
30%

Flooring Preferences for Bedroom

Wall to wall
carpet 1%

Flooring Preferences for Family Room
Area Rug 3%
Slate 1%
Vinyl flooring 5%
Ceramic tile
5%

Finished
hardwood
15%

Finished
hardwood
21%

Marble 10%
Vinyl
flooring
43%
Slate 11%
Vinyl
flooring
12%

Ceramic
tile
31%

Ceramic
tile
34%

Wall to wall
carpet
81%

Wall to wall
carpet
68%

In 1993 Russian artists Vitaly Komar and Alexander Melamid hired a
team of marketing researchers in Indianapolis to call 1001 Americans
(a statistically representative group selected by a random-probability
sampling procedure) and ask them what they like in art. This project, called
“The People’s Choice,” mathematically derived the most wanted American
painting, within a +/- 3.2% margin of error. It is Blue (44%), ‘Realisticlooking’ (60%), with outdoor scenes (88%), wild animals (51%), persons in
a group (48%) fully clothed (68%), and painted with blended colors (68%)
and soft curves (66%). Komar and Melamid set out to “create a real pop
art, a real art of the people,”10 and did so with the most prominent form of
mass communication, beloved by multi-national companies and politicians
alike: the poll. “The People’s Choice” presents an inventive conclusion to
the democratic ideal of public representation: Why not, after all, give the
people what they want? But by allowing the machine of statistics to stand
alongside the arbitrariness of its own process -- by asking deliberately
quirky questions and by translating data into inventively literal imagery
-- “The People’s Choice” points to the precarious validity of the multiple
choice process. The project is less an expression of public opinion than our
earnest, obsessive, and conflicted desire to speak as a public.
Vitaly Komar and Alexander Melamid,
The People’s Choice
top, town hall meeting in Ithaca, NY
middle, What Is Your Favorite Color?, 1994
bottom, America’s Most Wanted. 1994

Through statistics, we produce average citizens where only a field of diverse
individuals existed before. We add, subtract, and balance out a multitude
of convictions into public opinion. And simply by counting people we
create our government, and with it, a construction of national identity. In
this sense statistics provide the greatest hope for the public to be heard, and to have strength and
voice as a public. But as “The People’s Choice” makes clear, to speak as a public – even to simply
understand who the public is -- is no simple matter. Each way of counting and expressing the public
has its own biases and its own tendency to determine what is normal and deviant. Which public
do we take as our own? How can we use and fabricate statistics in a way that can better express a
changing, elusive, and diverse public opinion?

AT
fabricating places

BEST, STATISTICAL RESEARCH CONVEYS INFORMATION

BETWEEN PEOPLE AND THE GOVERNMENT, AND BETWEEN
CONSUMER AND PRODUCER IN A MANNER HIGHLY SENSITIVE

The influence of statistics does not stop at the
construction of public opinion. Statistics are
also entangled among the places in which people
live, work, communicate and become active as a
public. As the NAHB surveys show, statistics
affect the production of the environment on a
mass scale. Marketing research and the census
dictate the design of communities, project
budgets, the urban presence of buildings, and
the hiring and firing of architects.

TO THE DESIRES OF THE PUBLIC.
Flooring Preferences - Average
Marble 2%
Slate 2%

Other 1%
Area Rug 1%

Vinyl
flooring
14%

Finished
hardwood
23%

Ceramic
tile
20%

Wall to wall
carpet
37%

NAHB survey.
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Popular Floor, installation in Out of Many.

WEIGHT OF AVERAGE HUMAN
US (+/-)
WEIGHT OF AVERAGE HUMAN
WORLD (+/-)

AVERAGE FOOD CONSUMPTION
(DAYS)

HOW MUCH DO YOU WEIGH?

WEIGHT IN GOLD
(US$)

Out of Many, Knowlton School of Architecture
Gallery, Ohio State University. 2003.
with Stephenie Strogney
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Research designs the environment.
But the entanglement between information and
BY CONSTRUCTING INFORMATION, ARCHITECTURE AFFECTS
architecture goes beyond simply identifying and
THE WAY THE PUBLIC IS CREATED AND UNDERSTOOD
fulfilling public taste. Information is fabricated
somewhere, and the site of its fabrication has a great impact upon the image of the world it puts
forth. The US Census Bureau, for example, creates a peculiar classification of domestic architecture
in order to comprehend the scope of the public. Similarly, marketing researchers model their
lifestyle categories on the gated communities of commercial town planners. Most often researchers
adopt architecture to affirm their preconceptions about the public. But because statisticians are so
dependent upon architecture to operate, architects also have the potential to influence research and
in the process, reinvent the space of the public.
The environment designs research.

MY KIND OF TOWN

The context in which we operate includes cities of information, data about everyday phenomena,
and political convictions manifested in measured constraints. We can no longer make a distinction
between the constructions that comprise our homes, workplaces and gathering places; and the
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activities, environmental forces, technologies, and codes of conduct that shape them.
A student Russian constructivist project uses mathematical formulas to maximize light and air
while minimizing travel distance in the design of multi-family housing11. Le Corbusier, CIAM, and
Doxiadis’ Ekistics alike characterize the city through technologies, exchanges, and quantifiable
constraints. The Harvard Design School Project on the City12 identifies the mall as an outgrowth
of the forces of exchange and desire. Photo essays in Mutations13 identify conditions of excess and
want in the sprawling American metropolis. And MVRDV’s Datatown14 generates a dense urban
fabric derived from patterns of consumption and depletion of resources. In each case, information
is a description, a generator, an activity and a by-product all at once.
Statistical anomalies
Statistics are a force to be reckoned with – they dominate our understanding of ourselves, our
community, and our tenuous sense of public space, identity, and opinion. These numbers aspire
towards the implementation of a democratic process. But surprisingly, the great promise of
statistics lies not in their ability to clarify the way things are, but in their ability to distort, surprise,
and invert what is normal with what is deviant.

Infotecture. Artists Space, NY.
with Erik Carver
My Kind of town adopts statistical research
techniques to explore topics including public
opinion, market culture, and the design of
data in architecture by presenting a pair of
statistically equivalent maps of the New
York area. The first is a three-dimensional
map of data gathered by the US Census
Bureau and the marketing research
company, Claritas. The map makes physical
the public and its environment as envisioned
within the logic of these research
techniques. The second map is a digital map
that models itself on information provided
by the user. The map is a questionnaire,
asking participants about their place of
residence, domestic activities, and buying
habits, among other topics. Each response
causes the map to redraw itself,
repositioning secitons of the city based
upon statistical similarity rather than
geographic location.

When Quetelet produced the average man, his critics
warned that a figure constructed as a composite
being would result not in a model of beauty but
a monstrosity. If the average man is formed by
taking the numerical mean of measurements
from hundreds of arms, legs, and heads, it fails to
represent any one person. And by representing no
one, the statistical norm is anomalous. Because of
this, we cannot comprehend the normal without the
abnormal – the two are perhaps the same thing. As
George Bataille wrote, each individual "escapes this
common measure, and is, to a certain degree, a
monster."15

PLACES OF THE PUBLIC

The average, as it turns out, is an extremely bizarre
thing.

Statistics can produce refreshing anomalies. Thanks to strange norms,
architects can adopt statistics without necessarily affirming the biases
and assumptions built into the research process. Instead, we can
adopt statistical methods for our own purposes, fabricating data to
construct unexpected spaces. We can design the place in which the
public becomes a public to encourage the emergence of new identities,
exchanges, and opinions. And in doing so we can take part in the
construction of the site and audience of architecture.
Literary critic Michael Warner wrote, “we have no way of talking about
the public without theorizing the contexts and strategies in which the
THE PUBLIC EMERGES IN UNEXPECTED PLACES, OR IN NO public could be
represented.”16.
PARTICULAR PLACE AT ALL. WE HAVE A NEW SET OF
We
tend
to
PLACES IN WHICH THE PUBLIC TAKES SHAPE: THE HOME,
think
about
COMMUNITY, MARKETPLACE, AND THE DATABASE.
public space as
government land (central park, national parks, sidewalks and streets)
or gathering places (the baseball diamond, the shopping mall, and a
stadium performance). But public space is not limited to the March on
Washington. It cannot be defined in opposition to the domestic sphere.
The public emerges in unexpected places or in no particular place at
all. We have a new set of places in which the public takes shape: the
HOME, COMMUNITY, MARKETPLACE, and DATABASE.
The public
emerges here because in each of these environments, we can allow
the public to have a voice, a chance to interact, and the opportunity to
constantly and willfully redefine itself.
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YOU ARE WHERE YOU LIVE
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While the averages and pithy statistics produced by the Census Bureau tend to reduce the
population to a single number, statistical research in the marketplace fragments this same group
of people into multiple types.
Statistical
CLASSIFICATION FORMS COMMUNITIES OF PEOPLE
techniques count, add up, average, and
BOUND TOGETHER BY COMMON LOCATION, INmeasure; they also classify. In the marketing
TERESTS, OR MEMBERSHIP IN SOME SEGMENT OF
world, classification forms communities of
SOCIETY.
people bound together by common location,
interests, or membership in some segment of society. Depending on who you talk to, a person
could be labeled an American, a “working woman,” an immigrant, “embittered resigned worker,” a
“high-brow puritan,” a Republican, a “transitional shopper,” an “actualizer,” a “financial positive,”
or – get this – a “masculine hero emulator.” This classification system forms what marketing
researchers call market segments, what sociologists call cohorts, and ultimately, what are isolated
and homogenous communities of people.
Marketing segmentation is a technique of marketing research that targets a portion of the
market rather than trying to appeal to the mass market. In theory, this enables companies to
better understand their customers and concentrate their marketing on people who really buy
their products. This simple need generates a multi-billion dollar industry, with marketing firm
after marketing firm competing for corporate accounts with their own trademarked system of
classification. But whether they GIS technology or Freudian analysis, almost all marketers compile
and cross-reference a range of geographic, demographic, and psychological information into a set
of lifestyles that predict the behaviors of American consumers.
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IDEAL
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LUXURIOUS
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EGO
CENTRISM

FREEDOM

CAREFULNESS
SECURITY
PASSIVITY

AGAINST THE
GRAIN
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BOXES: neat, organized, and highly structured
(accountants, computer programmers)

TRIANGLES: self-assured, respected, and leaders
(executives, entrepreneurs, politicians)

RECTANGLES: going through life changes and are
unpredictable (college graduates, new employees)

CIRCLES: concerned about good interpersonal
relations and peace (nurse, secretaries)
SQUIGGLES: creative idea-people who are not
detail-oriented (artists, scientists)

Actualizer
Principle

Fulfilled

Believer

Status

Achiever

Striver

Struggler

Abundant Resources
Action

Experiencer

Maker

Minimal Resources

Kolpron Consultants analyzes responses to its housing
questionnaire with information about income, education, and
occupation to produce eight distinct “lifestyle” groups. Each
group is placed on a scale from “normative” to “a-normative”
and from “ego-oriented” to “group oriented.” “Ideal families”
need a lot of space and prioritize functionality over quality or
style. They live in houses with a “great room” and views across
to the outdoors to monitor young kids. In contrast, ”Successful
career” individuals are individualistic and career-minded. This
lifestyle group is comprised of a generation of young, wealthy
professionals who were a favorite target market of developers
in the late 90’s because of their significant disposable income.
One developer practically salivated over these constituents:
“Even if it saved them $40,000 these people would never live
in a normal production neighborhood. That’s why these people
buy BMWs instead of Chevrolets.” These consumers display
luxury and wealth to their peers and value ‘good’ design more
than the other groups. They are likely to live in the high-rise
condominiums designed by Wiel Arets at the base of the Erasmus
Bridge in Rotterdam. “Successful Career” individuals take the
spotlight away from others who have little money, mobility, and
choice in the Netherlands' high-demand housing market. In
contrast, members of the category “Passivity” often live in statesubsidized housing like the famously unsuccessful Bijlmermeer
housing project near Amsterdam.

If you had to take all of the people in the nation and divide them
neatly into several categories, how would you do it? One company
separates the public into five categories, identified by geometric
shape. Another has eight, grouped into personality traits, “principle, status,
and action” that are further categorized according to “purchase power.”
Yet another company identifies communities by comparing them to animal
personalities.
top, Kolpron Incorporated lifestyles
middle, Psycho-Geometrics
bottom, VALS (Values & Lifestyles), SRI International

The US Census is the foundation for marketing research in almost every
case, and is itself not exempt from this kind of segmentation. Arcview maps
generated by the census depict a country of neighborhoods segregated by
race and class. Ken Pruit, the Director of the Census Bureau under the
Clinton administration, argued that the government can only fight racial
discrimination by measuring it. Under Pruit’s direction, Census 2000
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introduced an entirely new way of measuring race.
Whereas previous census counts only kept track of six
different race categories (American Indian or Alaskan
Native, Asian or Pacific Islander, Black, and White),
Census 2000 invited Americans to check MULTIPLE
boxes if they are of mixed racial background, yielding 57
possible combinations of 6 categories.
The link between the census and racial profiling is not
straightforward, however. The Census goes to great
extents to ensure that any data that could identify single
individuals or households remains private. Data is only
available for each census block group, a geographic area
of several blocks. Despite this, the census has a spotty
record in maintaining privacy. During World War II, the
Census Bureau provided the military with detailed counts
of Japanese-Americans residing in specific city blocks.
Armed with this information, the government set up
processing stations in each of these areas to transport
Japanese-Americans to internment camps in central
California.

top, Census 2000 map, persons of Hispanic Origins
bottom, Claritas, Inc. map of PRIZM clusters in Green Bay, Wisconsin

The same data that raises funds for programs that fight
racial discrimination have also been used to intern Japanese-American citizens, suggesting that
data itself is not inherently political. What is clear is that the census is adept at identifying fault
lines among a very diverse population. It identifies clusters of similarity by isolating any available
variable, whether it is race, income, level of insect infestations, presence of fireplaces, numbers of
kids, and so on ad infinitum.
And even though the census begins by defining the home, the reach of the Census’ categorization
extends beyond, informing town planning itself. Census geography works on a number of scales:
the nation, region, division, state, county, county subdivision, census tract, block group and census
block. The smallest of these subdivisions available to the public, the block group, constructs
the communities of Americans: “bounded on all sides by visible features, such as streets, roads,
streams, and railroad tracks, and by invisible boundaries, such as city, town, township, and county
limits, property lines, and short,
MARKETING SEGMENTATION TARGETS A PORTION OF THE MARKET
imaginary extensions of streets
BY EXPLOITING ITS DIFFERENCE FROM THE REST OF THE PUBLIC.
and roads.” The census block
IT CAPITALIZES ON FAULT LINES AMONG A DIVERSE POPULATION
tends to favor natural and
political boundaries, and above all the dictates of private land ownership. While the person across
the street from me might not be in my census block, the person across my backyard almost always
is.
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Census neighborhoods are the public sector equivalent of zip code communities – the staple
of marketing research. The government, after all, spends $185 billion dollars to conduct the
census, producing data in
“THE LOGIC OF “IF YOU LIKE YOU’LL ALSO LIKE...” MADE POPULAR what one marketer called
BY AMAZON.COM HAS BEEN PRACTICED BY CLARITAS FOR DECADES
“the sweetheart deal of
ON AN URBAN SCALE
the century”24 – data that
becomes the foundation upon which companies poke, prod, and sell to their contituents.
By
translating census geography to marketable locations, marketers construct a nation of zip code
communities. A nation that, because the zip code describes the efficient pathways of a postal
carrier, favors the street and sidewalk over property. Zip code boundaries almost always fall in the
middle of a block, re-uniting me with my neighbor across the street.
Claritas, Inc.
IBM, the same company whose computers created the modern census also employed one computer
programmer whose passion for classification and tabulation of human behavior founded marketing
research as we know it today. Jonathan Robbin explains his enthusiasm: “I cannot resist what I
do… It’s like being married to a beautiful woman where every night you discover something new
about how lovely she is.”25 This passion led to the formation of a company called Claritas, Inc.
that envisions the nation as a collection of exactly 62 lifestyle
groups organized in zip code communities. Identities are
formed according to similarities in income, race, education,
tastes in television, patterns of cheese consumption, and
magazine
readership,
among
others.
According to Claritas,
all of us – that
is, all 62
of
us,
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01 BLUE BLOOD
ESTATES

02 WINNER'S CIRCLE

03 EXECUTIVE SUITES 04 POOLS & PATIOS

09 AMERICAN
DREAMS

10 BOHEMIAN MIX

11 SECOND-CITY
ELITE

18 YOUNG
INFLUENTIALS

19 NEW EMPTY
NESTS

17 GREENBELT
FAMILIES

26 GRAY COLLARS

33 BOOMTOWN
SINGLES

34 STARTER FAMILIES 35 SUNSET CITY
BLUES

49 HOMETOWN
RETIRED

20 BOOMERS &
BABIES

27 URBAN ACHIEVERS 28 BIG CITY BLEND

25 MOBILITY BLUES

41 BIG SKY COUNTRY 42 NEW ECO-TOPIA

12 UPWARD BOUND

43 RIVER CITY, USA

50 FAMILY SCRABBLE 51 SOUTHSIDE CITY

05 KIDS & CUL-DESACS

13 GRAY POWER

21 SUBURBAN
SPRAWL

06 URBAN GOLD
COAST

14 COUNTRY
SQUIRES

07 MONEY & BRAINS

15 GOD'S COUNTRY

22 BLUE-CHIP BLUES 23 UPSTARTS &
SENIORS

08 YOUNG LITERATI

16 BIG FISH,
SMALL POND

24 NEW BEGINNINGS

29 OLD YANKEE ROWS 30 MID-CITY MIX

31 LATINO AMERICA

32 MIDDLEBURG
MANAGERS

36 TOWNS & GOWNS

37 NE W HOMESTEADERS

38 MIDDLE AMERICA

39 RED, WHITE, &
BLUES

40 MILITARY
QUARTERS

44 SHOTGUNS &
PICKUPS

45 SINGLE CITY
BLUES

46 HISPANIC MIX

47 INNER CITIES

48 SMALLTOWN
DOWNTOWN

52 GOLDEN PONDS

53 RURAL INDUSTRIA 54 NORMA RAE-VILLE 55 MINES & MILLS

56 AGRI-BUSINESS

Claritas, Inc.
icons for 62 PRIZM lifestyle groups
57 GRAIN BELT

58 BLUE HIGHWAYS

59 RUSTIC ELDERS

60 BACK COUNTRY
FOLKS

61 SCRUB PINE FLATS 62 HARD SCRABBLE
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Drink RC Cola

43811

watch ESPN

Buy country music

43149

Buy wood flooring

43760

Buy $1000+
carpeting

43148

Buy stainresistant carpET

43102

Remodel their
family rooms

43071

Own a satellite dish

43137

Own a garden
tiller/tractor

45143

Own an allterrain vehicle

45644

go fresh
water fishing

43103

Own a GMC truck

43315

own a dog

45145

Owner of
Single Unit

43103

mixed

43337
43341
43342

$38,500

43067

blue-collar/
farming

43346

rural blue-collar
workers & families

Use grits

Use Kellogg’s Mueslix

Drink Diet 7-Up

Drink malt liquor

Buy indoor
light fixtures

Remodel
their kitchens

Shop at Woolworth

Own a convertible
bought new

belong to a
veterans' club

play the
lottery weekly

Owners/Single Unit

$34,600

blue-collar

65+

aging couples in
inner suburbs

26-GRAY COLLARS
43204

43207
43206
43227

z

"owners of single unit"

45812

45843

43332
44854

43344
44887

43003
43320
43338

43019

44-SHOTGUNS & PICKUPS
45140
43334

43076
43037
43080
43002
43028

45154
43150
43739

45164
43845

43149

43149
43107
43783

43787

43756

are remarkably predictable in our behavior,
rarely straying out of the lifestyles we have
in common.
The logic of “if you like… you’ll also like”
made popular by Amazon.com has been
practiced by Claritas for decades – on an
urban scale, in a very literally architectural
22-BLUE CHIP BLUES
way. Claritas’ slogan is “You are where
you live.” Claritas founder Jonathan Robbin
explains this: “Humans group into natural areas
where the resources—physical, economic, and
social-- are compatible
with their needs The neighborhood or community
can be viewed as the smallest unit of homogeneous population where adjacent households, and
the individuals dwelling in them, make up a distinct social group that shares demographic and
economic characteristics.”26 Claritas produces software that allows us to type in a zip code and
receive information on the lifestyles and products consumed in that area; or vice versa.
Let’s take Columbus, Ohio as example. As a city affectionately referred to by residents as “Test
Market, USA” Columbus should represent the rest of the nation quite well. Close to the center of the
city we find a high concentration of lifestyle group #22: Blue Chip Blues. Claritas describes these
people: “Topping the blue-collar ladder, the dual income, high school-educated Blue-Chip Blues
parents head large suburban families. During the past two decades, their kids grew up and left,
and blue-collar employment opportunities declined sharply.” Blue-Chip Blues listen to classic rock
radio, visit Eastern Europe, travel by car with camping equipment, drink Coke, and buy over $1000
worth of carpeting. In Claritas’ graphic icon of Blue Chip Blues, we see a man in a red baseball cap
polishing a boat tied to the back of a pick-up truck, standing in front of a suburban ranch home.
True to form, when we go to the zip code in question, we do in fact see a suburban environment of
one and two-storey freestanding family homes.
In fact, there is often an uncanny resemblance between the environments pictured in Claritas’ icons
and the zip code locations themselves. Neighborhoods like German Village, a residential neighborhood
just south of downtown Columbus, are populated with “#26: Gray Collars.” These “highly-skilled
blue collar workers” drink malt liquor, watch the Home Shopping Network, play the lottery weekly.
This description might not fit what is a community of young professionals, but Claritas’ imagery of
colonial style homes do bear a striking resemblance to the brick structures in German Village. Some
lifestyles are closely
CLARITAS PRACTICES TOWN PLANNING UNDER THE GUISE OF RESEARCH
associated with their
homes (#38: Middle America, #34: Starter Families, #61: Scrub Pine Flats) while others are more
associated with their workplace (#55: Mines & Mills, #56: Agri-Business, #03: Executive Suites).
Still others are identifid with leisure and activities ( #13: Gray Power, #10: Bohemian Mix, #42: New
Ecotopia). In each case, Claritas groups the nation into segments of like-minded and predictable
people who have a close association to the locations in which they act out their lifestyles.
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CONSUMER COMMUNITIES
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To Jonathan Robbin, Claritas’ research holds a mirror up to contemporary society – in his view,
Claritas provides value-free research that reflects a growing divide among different communities.
But by forming these lifestyle groups Claritas actually begins to design communities under the
guise of research. Claritas reflects the heavy emphasis on the domestic sphere apparent in the
census, which is not surprising since Claritas gets most of its information – free of charge – from
the census.
In turn, developers make physical
the lifestyle communities set up by
companies like Claritas. Homebuilders use this or similar marketing research databases to identify
what they call “target markets.” Using Claritas’ mapping software, they develop land in selected zip
codes and design communities that would, according to the database, attract the right customers.
As a result, neighborhoods of young “starter families” are inundated with baby clothing stores,
revitalized urban cores with loft condominiums, and small towns with Wal-marts.

IN CLARITAS’ WORLD, I ONLY SEE WHAT I MIGHT ALSO LIKE

Marketing research has its own set of vital statistics. Despite all of the subtleties that divide people
into groups of like-minded people, categories often boil down to income. Claritas may divide the
public into 62 groups, but each of these groups is not equal. Companies, for example are much
more interested in marketing to #1: Blue Blood Estates than to #62: Hard
Scrabble.
Perhaps it should not surprise us that statistical methods are so adept
at carving up the population into
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separate and unequal communities. Marketing research depends
on the same techniques that identify criminal behavior and
poverty. Before starting Claritas, Jonathan Robbins developed
his methods of social prediction by conducting several studies
for the government’s “War on Poverty” program in the late 60’s.
Robbins created a typology of poverty populations, organized
according to a “Poverty Index,” and produced a report entitled
“Index of Susceptibility to Civil Disorder” that could predict with
87% accuracy (according to Robbins) the cities in America that
would experienced riots.27
Claritas is part marketing researcher and part urban planner
– It exploits differences among people, carving up the nation
into communities isolated by economic disparities, highway
embankments, and zip code boundaries. These marketers
create a nation of gated communities in which the public is
a commodity. In corporate boardrooms we hear the words
“customer” “consumer” “public” “constituent” and “prospects”
used interchangeably. While using the rhetoric of the scientific method, these researchers use
information to weed out the undesirables from the desirables, and in the process perpetuate the
presumptions that we have about lifestyle, community, taste, and popular culture. In Claritas’
world, I only see what I might also like.
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MARKETPLACE
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WE ARE A NATION OF CONSUMERS
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In a nation of consumers the place of the public is also the place of consumption. Some recent
marketing trends have moved away from deriving consumer behavior from demographics or
geography, as Claritas does, and towards viewing consumer behavior directly in the marketplace.
Here, the place of the public is the mall, the internet interface, the TV room, and the supermarket
– a wide range of spaces that have nothing in common except that they house the exchange of goods
and services.
In theory, the marketplaces is a physical
THE PLACE OF THE PUBLIC HOUSES THE EXCHANGE
multiple choice question; consumers are given
OF GOODS AND SERVICES. HERE THE CONSTITUENT
free reign to choose what they want among 500
EXERCISES PURCHASE POWER.
channels, 20 grocery aisles, 60 stores and 3
anchor department stores. Here we communicate our wishes to producers and designers through
a physical experience of the marketplace; expressing likes and dislikes by selecting, fingering,
sniffing, squeezing, and of course, purchasing products. The marketplace presents a kind of foodcourt democracy in which everyone is represented and everyone has a choice. Wal-mart is the
premiere example of this. Its big box structure contains identical aisles, arranged one after another
in a gridded pattern highlighted evenly throughout with unvarying fluorescent lights. If there ever
was something that held the promise of being an nonhierarchical space, something akin to the
May Day crowd this is it: a place where any person can load milk, beer, anti-acid medication, guns,
pajamas, kids shoes, and an oil painting into the same oversized (and kid-friendly, if necessary)
shopping cart. Taken together, these aisles form an image of the collective. How complete this
democracy is, of course, remains to be seen.
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Remote control
According to the logic of marketing research, a
consumer only “votes” in the marketplace when
companies are equipped to observe them. In the
TV advertising industry, ratings giants such as
Nielsen Media and Arbitron make their money
by monitoring the way people watch television.
They rigorously cross-reference viewership
ratings with demographics, lifestyle
categories, and purchase behavior.
This is process that fills the Nightly
World News hour with ads for Viagra
and acid reflux disease medication;
and The Simpsons time slots with
Generation-X ads for Mountain Dew
and Six Flags Amusement Parks.
It is not enough to know that the
television is on in the family room.
Nielsen and Arbitron want to know
what we are really doing when the
television is on. Have we fallen asleep?
Do we watch the commercials or do we
take restroom breaks? How does one count
viewership when people constantly flip between
channels? Ever since a water commissioner in
Toledo, Ohio in 1952 noticed that the city-wide
water pressure suddenly dropped during an I Love
Lucy commercial break28, TV audience engineers have
fought a war of ratings accuracy, often by adapting technology
from law enforcement and the battlefield to the American home.

IN THEORY, THE MARKETPLACE PROVIDES CONSUMERS WITH OPTIONS FOR ALL AMERICANS. IN THIS
CASE, THE NATION IS REPRESENTED BY 94 TV
CHANNELS.

In the 1960s an engineer
named Charles Allen invented
a
29
machine called the Dynascope that introduced
photographic surveillance into the home. The
Dynascope was placed next to the television
set, where it would capture participants sitting on the family room sofa and, through a mirror
placed across the room, the television set itself. The device then took four photographs per second
for days, yielding exhaustive records of this everyday scene. Allen then employed graduate students
to monitor thousands of images, tabulating hours of attentive and inattentive television viewing,
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TV stills captured
December 30, 2002 11:45 a.m.
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Daozheng Lu and David Kiewitt: Passive People Meter.
sonar is used to track viewers in the TV room
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even witnessing the most intimate moments of the participants’ lives. Even more unusual is a
device called the “Passive People Meter” designed by engineers30 at Nielsen Media Research that
uses sonar to locate people. Audience members were compared to “storm centers” that could be
distinguished from “ground clutter,” or other objects. The sonar device had a tendency to misread
other movements, and would often include ceiling fans and large dogs in its audience counts.
Objects like coffee tables with hard surfaces tended to create echoes that muddled the sonar
reading. The use of military technologies in the home is not unusual; other engineers employed
thermal infrared detectors that, in addition to counting warm bodies scattered throughout the
room, had a tendency to measure a warm spot on the chair left behind after someone left the room
and even water pipes embedded in the walls.
By comparison the technology currently in use is rather dull, but perhaps more practical. Nielsen
Media randomly selects “Nielsen Families” to participate in its surveys, and installs a People Meter
device on each television set in their house. Participants can preprogram their identities (complete
with age, race, income level, etc) into the People Meter, and use a remote control device
every time they sit in front of the television set to take note of their presence. The
disadvantage of the People Meter is that it assumes full attention from each
participant, and does not give information about the way people watch
commercials.
In all of these examples, the monitoring of TV viewership has been
formed by researchers’ conception of domestic architecture – although
video cameras could potentially be placed in any kind of space (airport
waiting lounges or hospital rooms,
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Charles Allen’s Dynascope

Nielsen Media Research patent drawing for passive people meter

IS THIS THE NEW VOTING BOOTH?
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for example), these methods focus solely on the domestic layout of a television, coffee table, and
sofa. Researchers enter the most private spaces of people’s lives, meticulously watching, scanning,
and quantifying human behavior because this is one site of the marketplace.
Shelves of plenty
Only in the marketing field do we find a curious
lack of distinction between the TV room and
the grocery store. In the eyes of the marketing
researcher, these are both sites of the marketplace.
These sites have all been combed over, as though
they were the scene of a crime, and are heavily
monitored through security cameras and scanning
devices.
Supermarkets have patented and tested shopping
carts that act as tracking devices and interactive
advertisement displays. One system, called the
VideOcart, equips shopping carts with a video
screen that responds to “trigger signals” emitted
from fixed product locations around the store,
and displays ads relevant to the shopper’s current
location. For example, shoppers who pass the
condiment aisle will see two Rolls Royce cars
appear on the screen accompanied by the words,
“pardon me, do you have any Grey Poupon?”31
Supermarkets can then download the path of each
shopper to keep tabs on who buys what, how, and
where.
Marketing researchers spend so much money
tracking shoppers because it enables them to
design stores and place products in a way that leads
to substantial increases in profits. One company,
Envirosell32, snoops on shoppers by planting
its employees in the supermarket disguised as
supermarket employees or fellow shoppers. These
spies take note of every imaginable detail of the
shopping experience: do men read the labels? How
far is a five year old boy willing to reach to grab his
favorite box of cereal? How many women squeeze
tomatoes before they buy them? How important
is smell? Envirosell crosses this information with
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Delphion VideOcart patent documentation
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demographic research and databases on purchase behavior acquired from frequent customer
discount cards. And from all of this, they deduce that elderly women who buy pharmaceutical
products also purchase cat food in large numbers, and are unwilling to reach beyond the three
middle shelves to get these products. Similarly, markets learned to place children’s cereal closer to
the ground to encourage persistent whining and begging that more often than not leads to another
sale for General Mills’ sugary products.
Marketing research in the supermarket leads to designs that prioritize profits over efficiency
– a principle that has designed circulation paths in malls for decades. Food staples such as
vegetables, meat, milk, and
MARKETING CREATES ENVIRONMENTS THAT ENFORCE STEREOTYPES.
bread are placed along the
WE LIVE AND DIE BY RACE, GENDER, AGE, AND INCOME LEVEL.
perimeter of the store to
encourage shoppers to travel as great a distance as possible. Store designers push consumers as
far as possible around the store to remind them to buy boring necessities like toilet paper and to
encourage them to make impulse purchases like chocolate.
An environment that promised to offer some kind of (albeit imperfect) Food-Court Democracy in
its endless rows of everyman products is instead a collection of stereotypical communities, fitting
into the same unimaginative ‘segments’ that drive the production of homes, cars, food, and media.
We live and die by race, gender, age, and income level. Thanks to market surveillance, I am forced
to walk by charcoals and lighter fluid if I buy blue razor-blades instead of pink ones; and I can no
longer buy women’s shampoo without having to glance at shelves of baby diapers. Every time I
buy products sold to women, I am enveloped in an environment of pastel colors and fruity smells.
The marketplace ultimately becomes another physical manifestation of the exclusive communities
generated by Claritas, the Census Bureau, and other segmenting fiends.

HIGH DEMAND PRODUCTS:
low visibility, difficult to reach for
shorter people

HIGH PROFIT GOODS:
high visibility, easy to reach
target towards elderly,
overweight.
HEAVY ITEMS:
easy to load into cart
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Watch what you eat
It is no mistake that marketing surveillance uses the same methods as law enforcement and crime
scene investigation. As we have seen in government uses of census data, and Claritas’ early
associations with a ‘propensity to riot,’ marketing segmentation is not only involved in the analysis
of consumers, but in the identification and tracking of the criminal as well. Marketing research is
just as adept at picking out suspicious individuals as it is with lucrative consumers.
Following the terrorist attacks of
September 11, 2001, a national
supermarket chain that “just wanted
to be patriotic” voluntarily released records from its frequent shoppers card database to the FBI,
a practice privacy advocates say is becoming more common33. The FBI uses this information to
find potential terrorists or other criminals that fit its profile of “terrorist eating habits” and ethnic
background. Data from the supermarkets is run through an algorithm that, in retrospect, identified
the 9/11 terrorists with an “89.7% accuracy.” Public Relations specialist John Poneman, who was
hired (and then fired) to deal with possible fallout from this supermarket chain’s actions, described
their criminal criteria: “one of the factors was if you were a person who frequently ordered pizza
and paid with a credit card.” Other warning signs include use of bleach and hummus. Similarly,
in 1998 the USDA tried to crack down on people suspected of manufacturing and selling speed,
and subpoenaed records from the customer data base of
Smith’s Foods (Southwest US) to find out if any of the
suspects purchased mass quantities of plastic sandwich
bags.

THE SAME TECHNIQUES THAT IDENTIFY CONSUMER LIFESTYLES
WITH EASE ARE ADEPT AT TRACKING CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR.

What marketers call segmentation is the flip side of
profiling. Quetelet himself considered criminality just
one more variable in the equation that yields the average
man. Quetelet conducted surveys that linked a propensity
to commit crime to education level. He wrote: “We might
enumerate in advance how many individuals will stain
their hands in the blood of their fellows, how many will
be forgers, how many will be poisoners, almost as we can
enumerate in advance the births and deaths that should
occur.” To Quetelet, criminality was just one more vital
statistic of the public body. And now, in the age of the
Patriot Act and increased surveillance of America’s own
citizens, marketing and law enforcement have become
even more inseparable. Thanks to a Total Information
Awareness mentality, government and business engage in a free exchange of extremely detailed
databases that conflate criminal and consumer behavior. Now, what you eat is almost criminal.
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Food court democracy returns
For all of the Orwellian evidence about the use of statistical research,
it would be premature to insist that its grasp on aberrant behavior
is absolute. Despite the efforts of marketing researchers and the
Department of Homeland Security the room for error in statistical
observation is often significant. And within this room for error we
can rework assumptions about what is and is not anomalous.
Computer scientists are using heat sensitive cameras to analyze
people’s body language.34 Movements are captured by thermal
imaging cameras, and analyzed by a computer against a library of
movements that the computer has already ‘learned,’. For example,
a computer can be taught to recognize when a person is carrying
a heavy object, or nodding one’s head to mean “yes” or “no.” This
can ultimately lead to interactive display technology, hands-free
computer interfaces, and most recently, to intelligent surveillance
monitoring systems that can identify when someone’s behavior
is suspicious enough to cause alarm. This project has received
support from the Department of Homeland Security and could
possibly play a major role in law enforcement at home and/or
military operations overseas.
This movement recognition system runs the risk of being as
presumptuous as the idea that terrorists buy frozen pizza with
credit cards. And yet the great potential of this technology is
that it treats suspicious behavior as something contextual.
The computer learns what kind of physical movements
are statistically likely and unlikely in a given context, and
defines what is normal and abnormal accordingly. If the
Thermal Imaging in law enforcement.
computer captures hundreds of people walking at the
same pace and one person running, it will target that individual. If however
all of these people start to walk faster at 4 o’clock every day, even running at
times, then the computer will pin-point the suspiciously slow. Similarly, imagine
that there is a carefully manicured flower bed adjacent to a concrete walkway. Most
people would walk on the concrete walkway and avoid trespassing into the flower bed.
In this case the computer would establish certain zones of activity by drawing boundaries
along the edges of the materials. Any human activity in the flower bed territory would be
suspicious, while a lack of human activity in the concrete area might cause alarm.
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What is promising here is that what is normal and aberrant is constantly shifting, and is influenced
by people’s behavior. Spontaneous mass activities have the power to define and redefine the norm.
There are no longer any burdensome identifications that make anyone a lifelong member of a
majority or minority. Here I might belong to the majority one minute but, if I stop to tie my shoe or
walk in the opposite direction, can slip seamlessly into the minority without my knowledge.
While Wal-mart might fail to offer a convincing version of
Food-Court Democracy because it stops at the narrow
categorization of lifestyle segments, there are ways in
which the hyper-categorization of mass behavior can
let an individual shift from one distinct identity to
another and back again. And while architects might
WE CAN NO LONGER BE LABELLED EXCLUSIVELY A MEMBER OF THE MAJORITY OR MINORITY not be as
interested
in identifying suspicious behavior as the Department
of Homeland Security is, we have a vested interest
in being able to identify a public that is given voice and
presence through statistical research. How might architecture
be able to make use of these shifting identities and temporary
communities? How might we be able to redesign the relationship
between territories of use? Normal
behavior in the home, on the
street, at work and in play
can, through the design
of
the
environment,
constantly
redefine
itself.
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DATABASE
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TOWN SQUARE IS EVERYWHERE AND NOWHERE
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The marketplace is getting harder to define, simply because it is so ever-present. We shop
everywhere. Product advertisement is no longer limited to TV commercial breaks but infiltrates into
product placement in the shows themselves. Public events are sponsored and influenced by major
corporations. The marketplace refuses to adhere to any of our conventional distinctions between
the domestic and the ‘public,’ and slips easily from the family room to the town square. And if
indeed the marketplace is a place of the public, then it might seem that the public either exists
everywhere or nowhere.
Arbitron, a leading TV ratings producer, is expanding the marketplace even
further. It is currently experimenting with a device called the Portable People
Meter that threatens to take over Nielsen’s dominance in the industry. The
Portable People Meter is a small pager-like gadget that hooks onto the clothing
of participants. It detects inaudible identification codes embedded into radio
and television transmissions. In this way, the Portable People Meter keeps
tabs on the radio shows I listen to at work, the TV programs Arbitron, Portable People Meter
I watch at home (including specific commercials, or 30 second segments on
which I hesitate while channel surfing), or a TV show I watch in the doctor’s
waiting room. In theory, it can even take note of something I hear on the radio
of a passing car as I walk down the sidewalk.
Arbitron, Portable People Meter
The Portable People Meter makes the public into a kind of moving target. Whereas Claritas’ method
of segmentation focuses on a single household and presumes, as the census does, some kind
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of coherence among people living at the same address;
Arbitron’s measurement of viewership emerges out of a
shifting urban context. This is not to say that place doesn’t
matter. People are still measured on the street, in doctor’s
offices, and in the home. But its significance is secondary
to the workings of the ever-present database. To Arbitron,
individuals have more in common with others who watch
the same TV shows than they do with people in their own
households. If someone THE DATABASE DEFINES THE PUBLIC
impulsively
starts AS A COLLECTION OF FREE AGENTS:
to watch a different IT CREATES A ROAMING POPULACE
TV show, then he or
she temporarily become a member of another kind of
community. Here the public is made and remade within the
database.
Mail Order
Where are these databases, and how are they constructed?
The numbers of databases of the public are innumerable,
ranging from the Census Bureau population count to the
New York City phone book to the Greenpeace mailing list to
the subscription list to Antiques and Collectibles Magazine.
But there is also a surprising amount of overlap among
databases. Ultimately each list is derived from another
one, creating cooperation between law enforcement, private
communities, and public services makes privacy advocates
cringe.
When someone wants to sell you something, he or she
gathers data about you, your family, and your zip code.
Direct Marketers can obtain information about you from
voting records, land titles, property tax records, the DMV,
voter registration, hunting and fishing licenses, credit card
companies, supermarket frequent buyers cards, census
records, surveys, warranty cards, mailing lists of magazines
and subscriptions, doctor’s office visits, pharmacies, and
insurance companies. Companies can even find out if I am
polite to telemarketers when they call.
Direct marketers have traditionally contacted most of their
“target” audience at home, on the phone and through the
mail. But more often, marketers locate people through
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DATABASE NATION: a proposed interactive interface for the Claritas database.

relative values of direct marketing mailing lists

MARKETERS USE DATABASES TO FIND AFILIATIONS AMONG THOSE WITH THE GREATEST PURCHASE POWER
technologies that are not assigned to place: email, online shopping, frequent buyers cards, and
the ever-powerful social security number. Here the identification of the public is mobile, extends
beyond the home or any fixed location, and is based on activity and action more than any particular
place.
Telemarketers don’t just send advertisements to everybody – they use Direct Marketing practices
that sort through database after database to find consumers most likely to buy their products, and
contact them directly by name. Information is processed through “affinity modeling” algorithms
that generate your “propensity scoring” which translates into the probability that you will buy an
estate house or an under-$10,000 car. Thanks to Direct Marketing, I can purchase the names of
architects, cryogenics enthusiasts, and people who buy sliced lunch meat.
Direct Mail list providers actually copyright lists of names and sell them by the thousand. And not
only does everyone have a price – everyone has a different price. People who are expecting a baby
are worth more than those just delivered a baby because expecting parents buy more baby supplies
before childbirth than after, and are harder to locate. As one Direct Marketer explained: “every
household gets a score and the highest scores are the most likely to generate and to exhibit that
target behavior.” …“I’ll not only talk to you differently, but I’ll invest differentially if you’re a highvalue versus a low-value customer.” Just as Claritas lifestyle groups place the public in a hierarchical
sequence of lifestyles from Blue Blood Estates to Hard Scrabble, databases behind most marketing
research have a tendency to isolate only those who have the greatest “purchase power.” Whereas
the census works to fulfill the ideal, “one person, one vote,” marketing researchers use statistical
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research to find those with the most votes.
Database Public
In common marketing practice, the tendency to organize people by
income and purchase power obscures any other portraits of the public.
However, the use of databases does not have to prioritize income over
propensity for Coca-Cola or taste in domestic architecture. The strength of
the database is that it can create nonhierarchical and layered associations
among individuals. We can sort through databases of the public and
come up with strong and powerful images of the public in a way that
does not establish that particular community as the primary voice of the
nation. Are you a New Yorker reader? a rap music enthusiast? a NASCAR
fan? an elderly woman? a reader of Hebrew texts? By choosing any of these
variables and cross-referencing them with each other, we allow individuals
to try on different lifestyles without having to commit to any one identity.
And we find connections among types of people not available within
Claritas’ 62 different
DATABASES ENABLE US TO IDENTIFY MULTIPLE IDENTI- lifestyles. Here the
TIES OF THE PUBLIC WITHOUT ESTABLISHING ANY ONE
logic of “if you like…
COMMUNITY AS THE PRIMARY VOICE OF THE NATION
you’ll also like” can
expand associations rather than limit people to what they already know.
Here we can shift from public to publics, collecting multiple definitions
of communities, affinities, and associations among a very diverse and
unpredictable public.
Databases enable us to treat geographic proximity as just one variable,
equivalent to taste, generation, or behavior. Just as the Internet
makes possible communities that disregard the boundaries of gated
communities or enclaves of socio-economic division, the database can
create associations among people that contradict those of the physical
environment. Through the database we can identify the public as a
collection of free agents. The public consists of a roaming populace.
The public imagined through the database is at once Uncle Sam and the
May Day crowd. This public, or rather these publics, can shift from the
unified portrait of a singular public body to an incoherent collection of
individuals and back again.
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WHOSE PUBLIC SPACE IS THIS?
WHICH PUBLIC DO WE ADDRESS?

A.

B.
NEW YORKERS LIKE
(high propensity index)
0

#10: BOHEMIAN MIX: 6071 Households
Dominated by mobile, highly educated singles, Bohemian Mix is an
eclectic group of executives, students, artists, and writers who
prefer to live in rented high-rises. Very few children are found in
this multi-racial cluster

#08 YOUNG LITERATI: 1091 Households
Although less affluent than Money & Brains, Cluster 08 is more
educated. Young Literati executives, professionals, and students
live in apartments, condos, and townhouses near private urban
universities. They have few children, leaving them free to pursue
active lives filled with travel, art, and fitness.

#06 URBAN GOLD COAST: 877 Households
The highly educated, professional singles and married couples of
Cluster 06 live in large urban apartment and condo complexes.
Most are found in such densely populated areas as New York City
and Washington, D.C. Very few of these busy, affluent Urban Gold
Coast-ers have children or own cars.

#45 SINGLE CITY BLUES: 995 Households
Cluster 45 is found mostly in Eastern mega-cities and in the West,
and includes many singles. Often found near urban universities,
this cluster hosts a fair number of students. With few children, it is
a mixture of races, transients, and night trades, and is best
described as a "poor man's Bohemia."

#46 HISPANIC MIX: 387 Households
The bilingual barrios concentrated in Chicago, Miami, Texas, Los
Angeles, the Southwest, and the Atlantic metro corridor describe
Cluster 46. Large families with lots of small children live in these
neighborhoods. They rank second in the percentage of foreign-born
and first in transient immigration.

#40 MILITARY QUARTERS: 21 Households
Located on or near military bases, cluster 40 appears around our
principal harbors and other defense installations. Composed of
military personnel living in group quarters, the demographics of
cluster 40 are atypical. Fully integrated with the highest index for
adults under 35, M ilitary Quarters members like fast cars, action
sports, and bars.

Flowers,Intrnt,1yr (1.3% )
Karate/Martial Arts,1yr (1.5% )
Gamble,Atl City,1yr (3.6% )
Play Racquetball,1yr (1.3% )
Go Dancing,1+x/mo,1yr (5.6% )
Play Chess,1yr (4.1% )
Go to Museum,1yr (14.0% )
Jogging,1yr (10.1% )
Go Snowboarding,1yr (1.0% )
Play Soccer,1yr (2.8% )
Go In-Line Skating,1yr (3.7% )
Exercse,Club,2+x/wk,1yr (9.1% )
Go Road Biking,1yr (9.9% )
Play Tennis,1yr (4.1% )
Go Bicycling,1yr (12.3% )
Go to Live Theater,1yr (14.4% )
Go Downhill Skiing,1yr (3.0% )
Go Mountain Biking,1yr (3.6% )
Go to Bar/Nightclub,1yr (20.0% )
Play Billiards/Pool,1yr (9.7% )
Go Roller Skating,1yr (2.6% )
Go Sailing,1yr (1.3% )
Play Mus Instrument,1yr (7.5% )
Go to the Beach,1yr (25.1% )
Do Paint/Drawing,1yr (6.8% )
Go Ice Skating,1yr (3.0% )
Go to ProFootbll,1+/mo (2.2% )
Play Basketball,1yr (9.7% )
Do Needlepoint,6mo (1.1% )
Take Adult Ed Cours,1yr (7.1% )
Go Bowling,1yr (12.3% )
Play Baseball,1yr (5.6% )
Collect Stamps,1yr (3.4% )
Dine Out,1+x/wk,1yr (22.6% )
Go to Ice Hockey,1+/mo (1.2% )
Go to Zoo,1yr (12.9% )
Craft Supply,Intrnt,1yr (0.7% )
Entertain at Home,1yr (41.0% )
Play Volleyball,1yr (4.0% )
Play Trivia Games,1yr (6.8% )
Write Mag/Nwspr Edt,1yr (4.2% )
Exercise,Otr,2+x/wk,1yr (6.8% )
Go Canoe/Kayaking,1yr (3.5% )
Play Lottery,1+x,1yr (38.5% )
Recycle Products,1yr (36.1% )
Go Swimming,1yr (22.3% )
Do Aerobic Exercise,1yr (9.6% )
Mountain Bicycle (12.0% )
Write Elected Offcl,1yr (6.3% )
Go to Barber Shop,6mo (25.1% )
Vote in Election,1yr (46.1% )
Road Bicycle (12.4% )
Do Photography,1yr (11.9% )
Tropical Fish (5.6% )
Checkers,1mo (2.1% )
Do Barbecuing,1yr (32.3% )
Builder Sets,1yr (3.6% )
Do FurnitureRefinsh,1yr (4.6% )
Do Arts/Crafts,1yr (12.3% )
Go to Baseball Gm,1+/mo (4.9% )
Go to Beauty Parlor,6mo (33.4% )
Hi Ticket Sports Eq,1yr (9.1% )
Child Toy,<$200,1yr (15.9% )
Do Indoor Gardening,1yr (17.7% )
Play Lottry,10+x/mo,1yr (8.6% )
Go to Movies,<1x/mo,3mo (27.0% )
Play Cards,1yr (23.9% )
Flowers,Flowr Shop,6mo (13.8% )
Weight Lifting Equip (12.1% )
Action Figures,1yr (10.2% )
Doll Clothing,1yr (5.1% )
Go Whitewtr Rafting,1yr (1.2% )
Collect Coins,1yr (13.1% )
Sleeping Bag (20.8% )
Stair Stepper (3.3% )
Fashion Dolls,1yr (7.2% )
Tent (16.7% )
Play Bingo,1yr (5.3% )
Sew from Patterns,6mo (3.9% )
Go Golfing,1yr (10.7% )
Own Cat (19.6% )
Board Games,1yr (14.1% )
Go Camping,1yr (16.7% )
Plush Dolls/Animals,1yr (9.9% )
Tricycles,1yr (2.0% )
Construction Toys,1yr (6.0% )
Buy Swing Sets,1yr (1.6% )
Electronic Games,1yr (9.5% )
Own Any Pet (38.7% )
Bowling Ball (10.1% )
Go Horseback Riding,1yr (3.6% )
Go to CollFootbll,1+/mo (2.6% )
Do Bird Watching,1yr (4.9% )
Sleeping Bag,1yr (2.7% )
Do Outdr Gardening,1yr (40.9% )
Go Fishing,1yr (17.6% )
TV Sets,3+ (37.8% )
Power Boat (2.6% )
Go to Auto Race,1+/mo (1.9% )
Own Timeshare Residence (2.7% )
Do Woodworking,1yr (5.6% )
Handgun (7.4% )
Go to HiSchlSprts,1+/mo (5.5% )
Go Hunting w/Gun,1yr (6.3% )
Outboard Motor (4.2% )
Rifle/Shotgun (12.9% )
Motor Home (1.2% )
Satellite Dish (11.6% )
Own Horse (1.1% )
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AMERICA LIKES

(low propensity index)

6 MOST COMMON LIFESTYLE
GROUPS, ZIP CODE 10001.

HIGHLINE COMPETITION
May, 2003

IF YOU LIKE...
YOU'LL ALSO
LIKE...

WHAT DO
YOU LIKE
TODAY?

CLARITAS, INC.
DATABASE ZIP CODE 10001

According to marketing research company Claritas, Inc. New Yorkers eat out, play
tennis, and go to museums more often than other Ameicans. The logic of if you like...
you'll also like" is already present in our urban surroundings. Stores, parks, and urban
plans provide for the wants of local residents.
This project addresses as wide and inclusive a public as possible by consulting a Claritas,
Inc. database. For every activity that New Yorkers like, we provide an activity that other
Americans like, and let hte public choose for themselves.

ALL OF THE ABOVE

C.

D.

E.

DINE OUT 19% > AVE

GO TO BAR/NIGHTCLUB 43% > AVE

DO PHOTOGRAPHY 2% > AVE
DO PHOTOGRAPHY 2% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE

DINE OUT 19% > AVE
GO TO BAR/NIGHTCLUB 43% > AVE

W 33RD

W 33RD

BAR/NIGHTCLUB
OUTBOARD MOTORING

DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE

MOTOR HOME COURT

DINE OUT 19% > AVE

ART

DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE

GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE

GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE

W 28TH

W 28TH
PLAY BASEBALL 17% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE

GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE

GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE

GO TO BAR/NIGHTCLUB 43% > AVE

GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE

GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO BAR/NIGHTCLUB 43% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
IN-LINE SKATES 25% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
ROLLER SKATING 38% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
IN-LINE SKATES 25% > AVE
GO TO BAR/NIGHTCLUB 43% > AVE
ROLLER SKATING 38% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO ICE SKATING 17% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO ICE SKATING 17% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
GO TO LIVE THEATER 28% > AVE
GO JOGGING 60% > AVE
WEIGHT LIFTING 24% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
EXERCISE CLUB 31% > AVE
GO DANCING 81% > AVE
BOWLING 25% > AVE
GO SWIMMING = AVE

DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
BEAUTY PARLOR 7% < AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE

DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM
AVE > AVE
DINE56%
OUT> 19%
DINE OUT 19% > AVE

DINE OUT 19% > AVE

DINE OUT 19% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
OWN ANY PET 33% < AVE.

W 23RD

19% > AVE
DINE OUTDINE
19% OUT
> AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE

GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
PLAY CHESS 58% > AVE

W 23RD

ART
BIRD WATCHING

1940s NOSTALGIA 1% < AVE
FLOWER SHOP 15% < AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
OWN ANY PET 33% < AVE.

PLAY TENNIS 53% > AVE

DINE OUT
DINE
19%OUT
> AVE
19% > AVE

DINE OUT 19% > AVE
GO TO LIVE THEATER 28% > AVE
OWN ANY PET 33% < AVE.
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE

DINE OUT 19% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE

DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE

W 18TH

W 18TH

DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE

DINE OUT 19% > AVE
GO TO BAR/NIGHTCLUB 43% > AVE

EXERCISE

DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE

OUTDOOR GARDENING

FLOWER SHOP 15% < AVE

DINE OUT 19% > AVE

DINE OUT 19% > AVE

DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
FLOWER SHOP 15% < AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
GO TO BAR/NIGHTCLUB 43% > AVE

MOVIES
DINE OUT
W 14TH

W 14TH

GO TO BAR/NIGHTCLUB 43% > AVE

GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE

GO DANCING

GO HUNTING

DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
FLOWER SHOP 15% < AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE
DINE OUT 19% > AVE

EXISTING LIFESTYLE
ACTIVITIES IN THE SITE

PROPOSED LIFESTYLE
ACTIVITIES ON THE HIGHLINE

The testing ground for the project is the Highline, an abandoned by structurally sound
elevated rail viaduct that runs through privately owned buildings and over city streets for
1.5 miles on the West side of Manhattan. A non-profit organization called the Friends of
the Highline is actively engaged in trying to save the highline from demolition and work
towards converting it into a public park. This project was submitted to the design
competition aimed at generating support for this mission and working towards the design
of a new public space for New York.

AGGREGATE/conclusion
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PLACES THAT COUNT
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Basil Iwanyk, a 32-year old film executive in Los Angeles, first
suspected that his TiVo thought he was gay when it started
recording programs with gay themes35. A self-described
“straightest guy on earth,” Iwanyk tried to tame TiVo’s gay
fixation by recording war movies and other ”guy stuff.” “The
problem was, I overcompensated,” he says. “It stopped
thinking I was gay and decided I was a crazy guy reminiscing
about the Third Reich.”
TiVo is like a personal marketing machine: a digital video
recorder that captures programs it thinks you might like based
on shows you have chosen to record. The fact that TiVo was
pushing Iwanyk’s identity to such extremes is more interesting
than any simple fulfillment of his most obvious expectations.
Bruce Robbins celebrates this phenomenon: “What one is
to others in the glare of publicity, which by one standard
might be labeled inauthenticity, can also be thought of as
an escape from the burden of self-unity, from the wearisome
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task of holding together an explosive multiplicity of
private and public selves… Strategies of self-separation,
‘disincorporation,’ or ‘personal abstraction’ offered
by the media can serve as tools of domination and of
liberation.”36
The failure of statistics to add up gives room for the
public to be a public by creating a gap between the
profile and the individual. How then can we use the
same information to identify and design for actions,
tendencies, and desires without restricting people to
any one lifestyle? Can we use these techniques to expand
identities, not reduce them?

HOME

the places that count
As we consider a number of different portraits of the
public, we seem to be reducing the scale at which we
identify the public, from the mass population, to 62
distinct lifestyle groups, to a single social security number.
At the same time, the places in which information is
formed have expanded out from the domestic context
(as with the census) to isolated domestic communities
(Claritas, Inc) and to a more expanded urban context
(Portable People Meter, direct marketing techniques).
If we can criticize the Census for a bias towards landownership, then it is
tempting to conclude that marketers can create a more inclusive public
portrait by expanding beyond the home. In each case, however, the sites are
domesticated. While we could criticize the census for its emphasis on the
home; the act of counting in places beyond is no more inclusive and no less
hierarchical than the one we started with. People are routinely bought and
sold, categorized, and scrutinized on the street and in their homes.
The creation of a cohesive public opinion prohibits the enactment of
disagreement, difference, and debate. What we may call the public sphere
with the best hopes for democratic representation and inclusiveness is,
when considered as a singular body, exclusive precisely because it is
singular. How can
HOW CAN WE ADDRESS THE PUBLIC IN ANY PLACE?
we instead design
architecture and information to encourage the emergence of public voices?
How can we avoid any singular definitions, and instead collect an assortment
of multiple publics?
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COMMUNITY

MARKETPLACE

Perhaps we cannot arrive at an inclusive definition of
the public through information alone, or by locating the
proper place for people to be counted. The question
is not whether information is created in a house or on
the street – this will inevitably be exclusive. As Bruce
Robbins wrote in the Phantom Public Sphere, “no sites are
inherently or eternally public. The lines between public
and private are perpetually shifting, as are the tactical
advantages and disadvantages of finding oneself on one
side or the other.”37 The question is how we address the
public in any place -- inside the realm of the domestic, the
commercial, and the public sector.
fabricating data
Too often architecture uses data only to validate the need
to create fictions. But what happens when architects
become mad statisticians, themselves implicated in the
fabrication as well as the science of statistical research?
We typically imagine that an architectural project begins
with the collection of data about the site. We gather
topographical maps from surveyors, soil samples from
geotechnical engineers, and lists of regulations in the
form of zoning codes and neighborhood rules. We look
up demographic information about the surrounding
community; we analyze information about the exchange
of goods and services. We go to the site, walk around
it, measure it, photograph it, and draw it to begin the
process of architectural design.
Data is not simply inherited from engineers and
statisticians. The site does not just precede architecture.
By selecting what to draw, photograph, and collect;
architects begin to fabricate the site. Architects can play
an even more active role in the fabrication of data by
influencing its collection, analysis, and application. We
do this not to portray the world more accurately than a
statistician would – we surely have no hope of doing so.
We do this because the act of collection can construct an
unexpected understanding of the site and influence its
eventual construction.
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What is worth measuring? The government, the Census Bureau, and Claritas, Inc. all have their own
answers to this question and their own corresponding set of vital statistics. But the prominence
of any one set of statistics is uncertain – how might measures of success, deterioration, personal
happiness, romance, or annual fat consumption influence the health of the nation? What do these
measures leave out?
One project by the artist/engineer Natalie Jeremijenko distorts and reveals these “technological blind
spots” by creating a prickly relationship between two otherwise unrelated statistics: the suicide rate
and the Dow Jones Industrial Index. The project creates its own suicide archive by installing a video
camera near the Golden Gate Bridge. The camera automatically
records the scene of the crime when it picks up evidence of any
vertical motion. “There is no correlation between this index of
national economic performance and the index of national suicide
rate, but that many people look for a relationship demonstrates
that economic representations are expected to account for most
everything.”38 The project connects information to the location
of its performance, but illustrates that a value system must be
set in place before this connection can be made. Jeremijenko
describes the politics of information:
In juxtaposing these two data sources the project
demonstrates that the DJ Industrial Average – in
representing the ‘health of the nation’; being reported
on every media station everyday; being available at
5 minute updated intervals – does not provide more
comprehensive or timely information but evinces
radical exclusions of important social issues. … What
the Despondency Index shows is what gets left out, what
doesn’t get represented, again, what literally does not
count.39

top, Natalie Jeremijenko, Suicide Box
middle, Willingness to Die Metric
bottom, Despondency Index

The project abstracts suicide into something measurable by
interpreting it as one simple vertical movement. And in this
way, the project abstracts a very emotional, personal event into
something strange, something disturbingly quantified. What
is disquieting and powerful about numbers is their tendency
to distort the familiar, to alienate us from our traditional
understanding of events that have great importance to us.

Architects can take advantage of this alienating tendency of numbers rather than suppress them,
by reworking the terms of measurement. We can adopt a Duchampian logic evident in 3 Standard
Stoppages in which the basic unit of measure -- the meter -- is given over to the dictates of chance.
Although we usually measure the world in relation to a set of fixed standards, what happens
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when we rework these standards? When we
measure one thing against another we can create
unexpected relationships between ourselves
and the environment. A Vito Acconci project,
for example, photographs a landscape only in
relationship to the body that captures it: “Lying
down on my side, in an open field; a camera is
aimed out, toward the open field: I’m holding
the camera first at my head, then at my chest,
then at my stomach, then at my knees, then at
my feet – a photograph is snapped from each
position.” The act of measuring is above all a
performance. In Following Piece, Vito Acconci
photographs the process of following randomly
chosen individuals until they enter a private
place. Here, the failure to capture people in
spaces beyond the boundaries of public access
becomes the measurement itself – it becomes a
record of the space of restricted access. These
projects use measurement as something that
distorts as well as reveals. They use the limits
of information to express limitations within the
city.
For architects to adopt the methods of statistics
does not mean that we are obliged to follow in
their supposed rigor. The act of measuring can
create unexpected views of the city through
its own tendency to distort and produce
alienating views of our surroundings.
Just
as the Jeremijenko, Duchamp, and Acconci
projects question what is worth measuring, we
can discard standard designations such as age,
race, religion, and political association in favor
of affinities among the population based upon
actions, events, and desires. If the city consists
of networks of exchange and infrastructure, then
our access to the city depends upon our ability
to register and influence these networks. By
conducting inventive measurements, architects
can actively influence their environment, and in
the process re-create portraits of the city, the
public and civic identity.
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PUBLIC

ACCESS TO THE CITY DEPENDS UPON
OUR ABILITY TO REGISTER AND INFLUENCE
NETWORKS THAT COMPRISE THE CITY. BY
ADOPTING SURVEYING TECHNIQUES FOR OUR
OWN PURPOSES, ARCHITECTS CAN ACTIVELY
CREATE PORTRAITS OF THE CITY, THE PUBLIC,
AND CIVIC IDENTITY.

top, Marcel Duchamp, 3 Standard Stoppages
bottom, Vito Acconci, Following Piece

SURVEY SAYS | a studio at the Ohio State University

THE ASSIGNMENT Make a device that measures the site.
RULE 1 The site is any area that touches High Street in downtown Columbus.
RULE 2 Measurements must be quantitative.
What is worth measuring? A vertical studio of undergraduate and graduate students at the
Knowlton School of Architecture at the Ohio State University enacted creative research
techniques in the city to identify points of contact between the public and networks of
information (systems that include communication, navigation, exchange, ecology, surveillance,
and urban infrastructure).
The city cannot be separated from these systems of exchange and infrastructure - and as
a result, our access to the city often depends upon our ability to register such networks.
By adopting surveying techniques for their own purposes, architects and architecture
students alike can play an active role in creating portraits of the city, the public, and civic
identity.
With this in mind, students created devices that generate their own systems of information
and affect the environment in the process. They reconfigured methods of collection and
sampling, tracking technologies, and techniques of information visualization to provide
glimpses of urban activity and systems of value often overlooked. The studio was
encouraged to explore both the possibilities and limitations of measurements - these devices
not only make urban activity visible, but often generate inconclusive or contradictory reading.
In this way, the act of measuring, or the attempt to measure, became the subject itself.
More important than any set of data produced by the device is the affect of the device
directly within the site, affecting the public's use of space and calling attention to the
thresholds between spaces of universal and restricted access.
Site is not something that precedes architecture - it is made through architecture, and
through an analysis of our environment. Thus, by making a device that measures the site,
students of architecture create the context in which architecture operates.
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The device creates a new VALUE SYSTEM for the city by using the methods
of the biologist, the forensic scientist, and the witch doctor. The 'scientist' adds
points for any nearby street furniture that adds value to the site (fountains,
benches, planters, etc.), and subtracts points for any inconsistencies of material
(i.e. cracks). He or she uses a handheld device to measure cracks in each section,
producing a new map of string that denotes the length of crack in each section.
After appraising each lot, a grade is given and the site is thus
reorganized according to the values imposed on it
by the pseudoscientist.

Vasy McCoy
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THE PICK-UP SKIRT | Teresa Ball
The Pick Up Skirt collects site information as one leisurely walks around downtown
Columbus. Double-sided sticky film on the bottom of the skirt accumulates ‘data’
(i.e. dirt and cigarette butts) from the sidewalk, and then is periodically placed inside
e clear display window -- the outer layer of the skirt. In this way actual pieces of the
site are juxtaposed with the standard map of the site visible in the stitching of the
lining. These site samples also give the user privacy. The Pick Up Skirt contains a
neumatic tube that triggers a camera to take photographs of the ground with each step.

FINISH

6

THE GROWBOT | Nick Munoz
The GROWBOT uses electronically controlled
motors, Global Positioning Systems and VOX
technology to re-define the urban landscape
as a reaction to noise pollution. The GROWBOT
is a patch of grass on wheels that moves
when it hears sound and stops when the sound
source fades. The device carries a GPS
receiver that creates a map of the area that
it traverses.

noise
city
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Micro-Flower
(microphone)

PEDMEASURE | Sofia Castricone
The device is a bicycle that measures pedestrian traffic.
The bicycle is locked to an existing post, tree, or parking
meter across the sidewalk from a motion sensor transmitter.
When pedestrians pass between the bicycle and the transmitter, a motor is activated to momentarily cover the lens
of the camera. The result is a measure of frequency, density,
and quantity of pedestrians.

Site 1

Site 2

Site 3

Site 4

Because the device only works at distances of 6 feet or less
the project not only produces quantitative data but also
questions what is in fact measurable. Like the early explorers of the world, the measurable parts of the city can be
apped but the immeasur-able is the unknown, or the land
of the sea monsters.

fabricating places
This public is no longer limited to images of the crowd as Uncle Sam or May Day. We do not need
to decide what is more promising, the mass or the morselated unit; both provide unsettling and
powerful identities for the public. Whether we average out the entire nation into a surprising
average, or divide it into segments of like-minded people, what is really crucial is that individuals
negotiate their own relationship to the fiction of personality. Again, from Bruce Robbins:
“Perhaps the question can be addressed with less sense of inevitable contradiction
and impasse if one moves away from the universalizing ideal of a single public and
attends instead to the actual multiplicity of distinct and overlapping public discourses,
public spheres, and scenes of evaluation that already exist, but that the usual
idealizations have screened from view.”40 Here our definition of the public body
renders the American national motto Out of Many, One an open question. The
public is both one and many.
Marketing researchers use a curious term that has promising implications for architecture.
When a marketing researcher has information about several people and re-assigns this information
to a larger population, they call this aggregating the data to a larger scale. Marketers adopt this
architectural metaphor to suggest that there is a one-to-one correspondence between data at
various scales. But for architects, this term suggest an unresolved relationship between the part
and the whole. The aggregate is something that can read as a single, monolithic unit; but it is also
something in which the parts are distinct, and can produce a variety of patterns.
So although there is certainly no place that is inherently more public than another, there is great
potential to allow for many places of the public to emerge, disappear, and re-configure themselves
through the model of the aggregate. Through this model, we can see the city as a collection of
disparate parts collected through
WE DO NOT NEED TO DECIDE WHAT IS MORE PROMISING,
various systems and logics that,
THE MASS OR THE MORSELATED UNIT. UNSETTLING AND
placed altogether, form multiple
POWERFUL IDENTITIES OF THE PUBLIC CAN EMERGE ON BOTH
readings. In this regard, we can
ENDS OF THE SPECTRUM.
divide the city into traditional
distinctions such as commercial, residential, industrial; we can identify places physically
accessible to the public; areas between 65-75 degrees Fahrenheit; rooftops over 100 feet tall; sites
with wireless internet access, and on and on.
The question then is how architects can identify and build upon aspects of the city that allow for
this easy slip between coherence and incoherence – places and events in which people organize
into a consistent body, then fall apart into a chaotic mass, only to re-organize into subgroups with
different voices. In this way, architects can fabricate data, and they can also fabricate the places
in which the public constructs itself -- places in which information is gathered. Architects construct
the site, not as something that precedes architecture but results from acts of architecture. This is
the aggregate city.
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W 33RD

1
W 28TH

W 23RD

W 18TH

2
3

W 14TH

PAVERS DISSOLVE INTO LANDSCAPE

1

West Side Highway at W 30th Street

10th Ave between 15th & 16th Streets

2

3

10th Ave at W 18th Street

CAFE AND MOVIE GOERS MINGLE

EXERCISE MATS DISAPPEAR INTO VEGETATION

HIGHLINE COMPETITION (PART 2)
May, 2003

Paver Aggregate: A mosaic of the public
Activities, shelter, and planting are organized by a system of custom cast grass pavers.
Pavers are densely collected in some areas to allow for collective experiences, and dispersed in others to allow plant life to dominate. This gradient-like arrangement creates
maximum overlaps between types of activities to encourage the public to cretae their
own ways of navigating through the Highline.

Urban Periscopes
Embedded lights mimic the pattern of crosswalks, and act as a screen between the
ghline and the street below. Lights protrude below, creating views to street life and
'horizontal storefronts,' and providing an opportunity for information displays, multimedia art installations,and security. Lights accentuate the entry sequence and add
interest , interaction and safety to the underside of the highline.

10TH AVENUE BETWEEN WEST 14TH - 17TH STREETS

SECURITY CAMERA

VIDEO TO ABOVE

INFORMATION DISPLAY

HORIZONTAL STOREFRONT

W19th St

W18th St

W17th St

PERISCOPES

CROSSWALKS

10th Avenue and W 16th Street

W16th St

W15th St

W14th St

W 23rd Street

STREET VIEW

PUBLIC ART

Permutations / re-mix
+

ART

-

E. All of the Above is a kind of playing
field that allows the public(s) to create
their own spaces, activities, and associations. Instead of only doing what we
are supposed to like, we are exposed to
hings we didn't know we could like.
The results are unlimited.

GO BIRD WATCHING 37% < AVE

GO TO MUSEUM 56% > AVE

W 23rd Street

GO HUNTING WITH GUN 60% < AVE

Little W 12th Street

W 23rd Street and 10th Avenue - ANIMATED AGGREGATES
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all of the above
Statistics distort on both ends of the spectrum: they sum up and they fragment. These numbers
can distort the view of the public as a mass body by translating an otherwise diverse group of
people into a disarming abstraction. And they can also segment the public into distinctions not
assigned to any individual, room, house, or zip code. If statistics are instruments of democracy
-- if at the very least statistics are one of the few albeit imperfect ways we have of being democratic
-- then they do so in a tantalizing way. They distort, tweak, and jumble up a mass of people into
single portraits, and then separate them again into odd categories and temporary distinctions.
Perhaps in this regard we can redefine popular culture, not as something necessarily commercial,
but as something that results from the accounting of a tenuous public.
Is it possible to be normal in ten different ways? If family life is one standard designation, then so
too is age, education, location, sexuality, voting history, personality, and criminal record, all of which
do not necessarily co-exist in any coherent manner. To be normal in all of these ways is a deviation
from any standard.
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